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CLOSE READING ANNOTATION Student’s Name: ________ 

Third Reading: As you read each paragraph closely, answer the questions by 

annotating the text. Each number corresponds to the paragraph. Write your brief 

answers in the space below each question after rereading the paragraph. Each 

number corresponds to the paragraph where the information is found. 

1. Why does the author say that the environmental problems come with 

industrialization? Because the industrialization increase the consumption of 

electricity which came from the burning coal. This leads to air pollution. 

2. What is the tool for measuring air pollution? The tool for measuring air pollution 

is AQI ( Air Quality Index) . 

3. What organization measures AQI?  The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 

4. What are the major pollutants that AQI measures?AQI measures the presence 

of six major pollutants in the air: ozone, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, sulfur 

oxides, lead, and particle pollution. 

5. What is the scales of AQI? The scale of AQI is 0-500. 

6. What was the highest AQI that Beijing air quality reached?On January 12, 

Beijing’s air quality reading was 755 by government and 866 by the U.S. Embassy in 

Beijing. 

7. How does the author explain some of the reasons which caused the air pollution? 

Burning of coals, automobiles, weather and geography were some of the reasons for 

the air pollution. 

8. How did the weather and geography affect Beijing’s smog crisis?The cold winter 

made people burn more coals than wood. Mountains surround Beijing in a horseshoe 

shape, so pollution accumulated. 

9. How did the Beijing residents know the AQI readings hourly? Through the U.S. 

Embassy hourly AQI readings on the Internet.10/11. How does the Beijing 

residents demand improvement from the government? They used social media to 

spread the information and demand the government’s improvement. 


